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Lemma I: Let C be an (n,k) cyclic 4”‘-ary code, let ti be a 
linear mapping from the vector space GF(qm) over GF(q) onto 
the vector space GF(q’) over GF(q), and let ti(C) = {(I,&~), 
b&4,. - * A4%1N I (UOPI,. . * ,u,-~) E C}. Assume that $(C) is 
a lineir code over GF(q’) with E information digits. Then k 2 k, 
where the equality holds only if the check polynomial of C has 
coefficients in GF(qcmsr)). 
Pvaof: As is known [9], $ can be represented as follows: 
where w E GF(q”‘), AI E GF(qm), for 1 5 i I r, and {6,,. . .,a,} 
is a basis of the vector space GF(q’) over GF(q). There is o0 E 
GF(qm) such that Z&&o,) + 0. Let G0 denote the linear 
mapping from GF(q”‘) onto GF(q*) defined by 
$(J(w) = coo-%B o E GF(qm). 
Since fiO(C) = C, we can consider @&o-1 instead of $ and there 
is no loss of generality in assuming that T,,,(n,) * 0. Since 
T,,,(Ai) E GF(q) and {6,,6,,* * *,S,> is a basis 
x 4T,,ndni) * O- (21) 
i=l 
By the assumption, @l(C) is cyclic. Let h(x) and K(x) denote the 
check polynomials of C and $(C), respectively, and let J = 
{j 1 h(yj) = 0, 0 _( j < n} and J = {j ( Ii = 0, 0 4 j < ~11, 
where y is a primitive nth root of unity. The Mattson-Solomon 
polynomial of a codeword of C is of the following form: 
n-l 
4Z> = jzo ajZ”-j 
where aj = 0, for j $ J, aj,, = a/“‘, and aj E GF(qmM(amSn’(n,j))), 
f0r.i E J. Since (~~(~(Y~>M(~(Y’N,~ . -M4(Y”-‘N f ti(C) and the 
Mattson-Solomon polynomial of a codeword is unique,’ I&( d(Z)) 
is the Mattson-Solomon polynomial of a codeword of C. Since 
the exponent of Z is to be taken module n, we have that 
$I(+Cz)) = i a*,T,,, Ai ni1 ajZ”-j 
i=l ( j=O 1 
where the suffix of a is taken modulo it. Now, we will express the 
coefficient bj of Z”-j of @(d(Z)) as a polynomial of those co- 
efficients of 4(Z), which can be chosen independently. Let iVj = 
M(q,n/(n,j)). Then jqWS 3 jqmt mod n, if and only if Mj ] mt + s. 
Hence jq-’ = jqmf mod n for some integer t, if and only if 1 mj s, 
where rnj = (m,M$ For 0 5 s < mj, let 
Since 
by (21), there is an sj such that 
CjSJ * 0, 0 5 Sj < mj. 
For 0 < j < n such that (jq-“Q, E J,take T4m,M(qm,n,(n,j))(Zn-j’) 
as d(Z), wherej’ = (jq-‘j)“. Then ajq-S,-mjf = 1, for 0 2 t < m/ 
mj, and al = 0 for other i. Hence 
mtmj-1 r 
b, = C C 8iaqsj+mf = cjs, 4 0 
t=o i=l 
and therefore 
j e 7. (22) 
For an integer i relatively prime to 12, let 7~ denote the permutation 
j + q (mod n) of the set of integers {0, 1,. . ., 12 - 1 }, let 
N,,N,,-. . ,Np denote the cycles of the permutation n,, and let 
J,=JnNtand&=InNN,,forl<t<p.Forjandj’in 
N,, mj = mj,, and s, = sj,. Let s(t) = si, for j E Nt. Then, it 
follows from (22) that 
nqs(t,Jj -c $, for 1 5.t I p 
where ngqsct)Jt = {(q”@‘j>,, 1 j E Jt]. Hence k 5 k: Suppose that 
k = l. Then zqqsctlJt = 4, and Jt = zqnq-s(t) 4, for 1 5 t _i p. 
Since J, is closed under Q,,, and Jt is closed under 71q,., Jt must 
be closed under n+.+ 
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Short Binary Convolutional Codes with Maximal Free 
Distance for Rates 213 and 314 
ERIK PAASKE, MEMBER, IEEE 
Abstract--A search procedure is developed to find good short binary 
(N,N - 1) convolutional codes. It uses simple rules to discard from the 
complete ensemble of codes a large fraction whose free distance dfrce 
either cannot achieve the maximum value or is equal to dfree of some 
code in the remaining set. Further, the search among the remaining codes 
is started in a subset in which we expect the possibility of finding codes 
with large values of d,,,, to be good. A number of short, optimum (in the 
sense of maximizing d,J, rate2/3 and 3/4 codes found by the search 
procedure are listed. 
a qb(((Z)) is taken modulo Z” - 1. 
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I. INTRODUCTION and 
In the past very little progress has been made in finding “good” 
convolutional codes for rates greater than l/2. However, Forney 
[l] has recently developed a linear correspondence between the 
states of a rate-K/N convolutional encoder G and the states of 
a corresponding syndrome former HT, where H is an encoder 
of the code dual to the code generated by G. With this cor- 
respondence in mind it is reasonable to assume that the task of 
finding optimal rate (N - 1)/N codes would be no more difficult 
than the task of finding optimal rate l/N codes. The short, but 
optimum (in the sense of maximizing the free distance), rate-2/3 
and 314 codes found and listed in this correspondence verify this 
assumption. 
is the transform of the generator sequence goi’, gr?, g2iJ * * . 
1 5 i I N - 1, 1 5 j I N. Each GiJ(D) is called a generator 
polynomial. Then the encoding equations can be written in 
D-operator form as 
with all operations to be performed over GF(2). 
We shall further make use of the parity matrix H, which is 
the semi-infinite matrix 
II. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
Most of the notation and definitions follow Forney [2], [3] 
and/or Costello [4], but only binary codes are considered. 
We shall represent the input and output sequences of an 
(N, N - 1) convolutional encoder [2] by 
x = [X&,Xz * * * ] 
where 
= [ xolxo2xo3 . . . xg-1,xllx12.. . z-1,. . .I 
Y = [YO,Y1,Y, -**I 
Corresponding to G(D) we have H(D), an N-tuple which can be 
written 
= [Yo’Yo2Y03 * . * YON,Y11Y12 * * * YIN,. -* I 
respectively, where xi is the (N - 1)-tuple of input digits at 
time i, Xi’ is the input digit at time i in the jth input sequence, 
and similarly for the output sequence. 
The transform of the input sequence will be written as an 
(N - l)-tuple 
where H’(D) = hoJ + h,jD + h2’D2 + e.. + h jDv is the 
transform of the parity-check sequence hoJ, hI:, h,j, - * . ,hvJ, 
l<j<N. 
The parity-check equations of the convolutional code can be 
written either as 
GH= = 0 
x(D) = [x’(D),x2(D), * * *,x+‘(D)] 
where Z&(D) = xol + ,,jD $ x2jD2 + . . - , 1 5 j 5 N - 1 
is the transform of the jth input sequence. The sequence x 
is said to be rational if each of these transforms is a rational 
function, i.e., a ratio of polynomials. The transform of the output 
sequence is written in a similar way. 
The encoding equations for a convolutional encoder over the 
set of all causal rational input sequences can be written as 
where 0 is the semi-intinite all-zero matrix, or as 
where O(D) is the matrix of all-zero polynomials. 
The next two definitions are due to Fomey [2], but we state 
them explicitly because of their importance in the sequel. 
Definition 1: The constraint length for input i is 
y = xG 
where the semi-infinite matrix and the overall constraint length is 
i 
Go G1 G, .-a 
G= “0 Go G, G2 --a o 
Go Gl G, ..a 
*.. *.. ..* 
1 
is called the generator matrix, the ith row of G is called the ith 
generator gi, and 
Definition 2: A basic encoder G(D) is minimal if its overall 
constraint length v is the obvious realization is equal to the 
maximum degree p of its (N - 1) x (N - 1) subdeterminants. 
A basic encoder [2] requires v memory elements in the obvious 
realization, but if p < v there is another realization with p 
(but no fewer than cl) memory elements. For a minimal encoder 
the obvious realization requires only the minimum number of 
memory elements, and since Fomey [2] has shown that any 
encoder is equivalent to a minimal encoder it becomes natural to 
consider only such encoders. 
is an (N - 1) x N matrix of binary elements. 
To represent the convolutional encoder we also use the 
(N - 1) x N matrix G(D), where 
i 
G,‘(D) 
G(D) = Gz’fD) 
G;:,(D) 
G:(D) = goiJ + glijD + g2jD2 + - - - 
y(D) = x(D)G(D) 
Ho 0 0 .-a 
H2 HI Ho .-a 
. . . 
Hl = [hl’h12 - . . hlN]. 
H(D) = [HAHN . . - Hi] 
G(D)H=(D) = O(D) 
N-l 
v= c V[. 
f=l 
Note also that any minimal encoder is noncatastrophic [8], 
since any minimal encoder is basic and thus has a feedback-free 
inverse. Therefore, by considering only minimal encoders we 
automatically exclude catastrophic encoders, which are in general 
not desirable because they can cause infinite error propagation. 
Let w{v} denote the Hamming weight of Y, and let WC(i) 
and wH(i) denote the weights of the ith row in G and the ith 
column in H, respectively. To define the free distance, we now 
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use the fact that for each encoded sequence y the relation 
yH= = 0 
must be satisfied. 
Definition 3: The free distance is 
d free = min W(Y) 
Y 
where Y = {y: y # 0 A yHT = O}. 
In other words d,,, is the smallest number of columns that 
add to zero in H. 
Two more definitions are needed. 
Dejinition 4: The reverse generator polynomial G,*‘(D) 
corresponding to Cc(D) is DY’GIJ(D-l), and the reverse parity 
polynomial H*‘(D) corresponding to Hj(D) is D”Hj(D-‘). 
Definition 5: Let n be the number of the rightmost nonzero 
column among the first p rows in G, where p 2 N - 1. Then 
the (n,p)-terminated code corresponding to G is the (n,p) block 
code whose generator matrix is the leftmost n columns of the 
first p rows in G. 
We shall mention here that the search for good convolutional 
codes is actually a search for minimal encoders generating codes 
with large values of d,,,. However, to be in keeping with standard 
usage, throughout the remainder of this correspondence some 
of the properties precisely defined for encoders will be referred 
to as properties of the code generated by a given encoder. 
III. METHODS TO LIMITTHE SEARCH FOR G~~D(N,N - 1) 
CONVOLUTIONALCODES 
Since an exhaustive search becomes practically impossible 
even for rather small values of v, some methods are needed to 
limit the search for good encoders, i.e., encoders generating 
codes with large values of d,,,,. Four different methods have 
been used here, plus a fifth method that was used partly to 
limit the search and partly to start the search in a subset in 
which the possibility of finding good encoders was “expected 
to be good.” The methods were chosen because they result in 
simple rules that reject a large fraction of encoders from the 
complete ensemble. We shall mention also that some rules 
reject encoders because the free distance of the codes generated 
equals the d,,,, of some code in the remaining set, while others 
reject .encoders because they cannot be good encoders. Further, 
it should be noted that we are interested only in minimal encoders 
and therefore rules that reject catastrophic encoders are included 
in the five methods no matter what the value of d,,,, might be 
for the codes generated by the rejected, catastrophic encoders. 
The first method is to consider how the weights of the generators 
affect the achievable minimum distances dP of the (n,p)-termin- 
ated codes1 To realize this we note first that the average weight 
of the code words in an (n,p)-terminated code is 
n2’-l 
DP = - 
2p - 1 
where we have assumed the truncated generator matrix to be 
without all-zero columns. 
Now let d be the desired free distance. Then every (n,p>- 
terminated code corresponding to G must have minimum 
distance dP 2 d. This observation was used by Heller [7] to 
calculate the following upper bound 
d free 5 bin 41 
P 
where [x] denotes the largest integer not exceeding x. In almost 
all cases p is unique in this bound, but to be precise we define 
q to be the maximum value of p that minimizes Dp, and we call 
the corresponding (n,q)-terminated code the critical terminated 
code C,,. 
Based on the generator weights wa(i) and d, we can also cal- 
culate a lower bound W, on the average weight of the code 
words in C,, but to get a reasonably strong bound three cases 
must be considered : 
case I: all q generators have even weights, d even; 
case 2: s generators, 1 < s I q, have odd weights, d even; 
case 3: s generators, 1 I s I q, have odd weights, d odd. 
The derivation is as follows. There are 2q - 1 nonzero code 
words, q of which are equal to the generator rows. Since for all 
code words we must require the weight to be at least d, the total 
weight of the code words is lowerbounded by 
WT = i w&i) + (2’ - 1 - q)d. 
i=l 
This bound can be improved in the case where at least one of 
the generator rows has odd weight, since then exactly half the 
code words have odd weights. Accordingly, W, is increased 
by u, the number of code words which are not already counted 
as generator rows and for which we can require the weight to be 
at least d + 1. The final expression then becomes 
i WC(i) + (2q - 1 - q)d + LY 
w=i=l 
2q - 1 
where 
1 
0, in case 1; 
a= p-lFs in case 2; 
24-l - 1’ - (q - s), in case 3. 
The following theorem is now obvious. 
Theorem I : If W, > D,, no C, can exist with generator weights 
WC(i) and dq > d, and therefore, also no corresponding con- 
volutional code can exist with d,,,, 2 d. 
Therefore, the first step is to calculate the weight possibilities 
for the code generators and then limit the search to the set of 
codes for which the code generators satisfy the calculated 
possibilities. Further, for each code in this set we check if d, L d 
and exclude the codes that fail this check.2 
An example might be helpful. Say we want N = 3, v = 9, 
and d = 10. Then C, is the (l&3) code, where the total weight 
of the code words is 72. Therefore, six code words have weight 
10 and one code word has weight 12. Now assume vl = 4. 
Then only two weight possibilities exist: 
a) w,(l) = 10 w,(2) = 10 w{g, + g3} = 10 or 12, 
b) w&l) = 10 w,(2) = 12 w{g, + g3} = 10. 
(The third row of G equals the first row shifted three times to the 
right, and therefore it is very easy to check w{gr f g3} as soon 
as the first row is generated.) 
The second method to reduce the search relies on the following 
theorem. 
1 This idea was originally used by Larsen [6]. 
2 In case dg 2 d we shall say that the convolutional code has passed the 
critical code test. 
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Theorem 2: Consider the class of (N, N - 1) minimal en- 
coders with overall constraint length v. Then for any encoder G 
some encoder G’ exists such that the following properties hold. 
1) The free distance of the code generated by G’ is equal to 
d,,,, of the code generated by G. 
2) Go’ has the form [R;s] where R is an (N - 1) x (N - 1) 
matrix with all ones on the diagonal and zeroes below. 
3) All the rows of Go’ have even weight. 
To prove this theorem we shall make use of three lemmas. 
Lemma I : Let C and C’ be defined by the parity matrices 
coder by G”. Then use Lemma 3 to construct from G” a minimal 
encoder G’ such that Go’ = [R;s]; the code generated by G’ 
also has free distance d. Finally, Lemma 2 ensures that all rows of 
Go’ have even weight. 
Theorem 2 reduces the number /? of different ways to realize 
Go from 
and 
H(D) = [H’(D),H~(D),. . .,HN(o)] 
H’(D) = [D-~~H~(D),D-~~H~(D), . . . ,D-~NH~(D)] 
respectively, where s1 is the largest number such that Dsi divides 
H’(D). Then C and C’ have equal free distances. 
,q = 2NW-1) tfi2 (21 - 1)/21 > 0.5 x 2N’N-1’ 
to jj = 2(N-l)(N-2)/2. H  owever, /I can be reduced further if we 
take advantage of the fact that we do not change the free distance 
of the codes as long as we use only row operations and column 
permutations. To ensure minimality of the encoder, the only 
restriction is that the row operations must not increase the 
constraint length of any row. Thus, for N = 3, it turns out that 
we need only to consider minimal encoders such that 
Proof: Assume C and C’ have free distances d and d’, 
respectively. Let y(D) represent any sequence of weight d such 
that 
Go = 
y(D)H=(D) = 0. 
If N = 4and vl < v2 < vs, it isenough to consider three forms 
of Go, namely 
Then y’(D) = [Ds~y1(D),Dszy2(D), . . .,DsNyN(D)] also has weight 
d and 
y’(D)H’=(D) = 0 
which implies d’ 5 d. The opposite inequality d I d’ follows 
in a similar way, and therefore d’ = d. 
Lemma 2: Let H be the parity matrix corresponding to an 
(N, N - 1) minimal encoder G. Then Ho = [ll . . . 11, if and 
only if all rows in Go have even weight. 
Go= fj) Go= (6) 
1010 
Go = 0101 
( 1 0011 
while for vl = v2 < v3 or v1 < v2 = v3 only the first two 
forms are needed, and for vl = v2 = v3 the hrst form suffices. 
The third method we shall mention is based on a well-known 
property [5], which for the sake of completeness is stated as 
follows. 
Proof: Note that Ho can be interpreted as the parity matrix 
of the (N, N - 1) block code whose generator matrix is Go. 
Then the lemma follows from the fact that the null space of 
Ho = [ll . . . 1 ] is exactly all the even-weight N-tuples, and any 
other (N - I)-dimensional space of N-tuples contains vectors 
of odd weight. 
Theorem 3: Let G*(D) denote the reverse encoder correspond- 
ing to G(D), i.e., the encoder with all generator polynomials 
reversed. Then the codes generated by G*(D) and G(D) have 
equal free distances. 
Lemma 3: Consider the class of (N, N - 1) minimal encoders 
with overall constraint length v. Then for any encoder G some 
encoder G’ exists such that Go’ has the form 
As a matter of form we shall mention here that if H(D) 
corresponds to G(D), then H*(D), the parity matrix with all 
polynomials reversed, corresponds to G*(D). 
As the basis of the fourth method to limit the search we use 
the following theorem. 
Go’ = [R;s] 
and the codes generated by G and G’ have equal free distances. 
Proof: Note first that row operations on some basic encoder 
[2] G(D) result in an equivalent basic encoder, and column 
permutations of G(D) correspond only to permutations of the 
output sequences, or, in other words, row operations on G(D) 
do not change the parity matrix, and column permutations of 
G(D) only change the order of the parity polynomials. Therefore, 
such operations result in codes with equal free distances. To 
realize G’(D) from G(D) without increasing v in the obvious 
realization, we tirst order the rows of G(D) from top to bottom 
in order of increasing vi. Then any row above the ith can be 
added to the ith without increasing v. But such “row operations 
from top to bottom” combined with column permutations are 
just enough to realize a G’(D) such that Go’ has the form [R;s]. 
Theorem 4: Let G(D) generate a code with free distance d,,,, 
let the corresponding parity matrix be H(D), and assume, with- 
out loss of generality, that 
WA) 5 wdj), if i < j. 
Then the following properties hold: 
1) d,,,, 5 ~(1) + w&9; 
2) df,,, - -=c 2(v + 1) + 2w,(l) - wu(N - 1) - wn(N); 
3) If wH(i), i = 1,2,. . .,N are all odd, then d,,,, is even; 
4) If wH(i), i = 1,2,. . . ,Nare all even, then G(D) is catastrophic. 
Proof of Property 1: Let 
Proof of l?ieorem 2: Let G be a minimal encoder generating 
a code with free distance d. From Lemma 1 it now follows that 
some code exists with free distance d and parity matrix H” such 
that Ho” = [ll ... 11. Denote the corresponding minimal en- 
y(D) = [H2(D),H1(D),0,0,. . . ,O]. 
Then w{y(D)} = ~~(1) + ~~(2) andy(D)H=(D) = H2(D)H’ . 
(0) + H’(D)H2(D) = 0. 
Proof of Property 2: Let 
y(D) = [HN-l(D) + HN(D),O,O,. . ~,O,H’(D),H’(D)]. 
Then w{y(D)} = 2w,(l) + w{HN-l(D) + HN(D)} and 
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y(D)H=(D) = 0. Now, since we always have 
w{H+l(D) + HN(D)} 5 2(v + 1) - wH(N - 1) - wH(N) 
the property follows. 
Proof of Property 3: Every sum of an odd number of 
columns with odd weights has odd weight. Therefore, an odd 
number of columns in H cannot add to the all-zero column 
(which has weight 0), and this implies that all codewords have 
even weight and hence that d,,,, is even. 
Proof of Property 4: Note first that the determinants of the 
N distinct (N - 1) x (N - 1) submatrices of G(D) are exactly 
the parity polynomials of H(D). Then it follows from [S] that 
the encoder is noncatastrophic, if and only if for some L 
GCD{H’(D), i = 1,2,. 3 .,N} = DL. 
But if wH(i) is even, then (1 + D) divides H*(D), which implies 
GCD{H’(D), i = 1,2,. . .,N} # DL. 
With reference to Property 4, it is worth noting further that 
G(D) is catastrophic if a) all generator polynomials in a row of 
G(D) have even weight or b) in each (N - 1) x (N - 1) 
submatrix of d(D) one of the following situations occurs: at 
least one row contains even-weight polynomials only, at least 
one column contains even-weight polynomials only, or all 
(N - 1)2 polynomials have odd weight. 
The fifth method we shall consider operates on H,,. 
Theorem 5: Let H represent a code with free distance d,,,,, 
and let the (n,q)-terminated code be the critical code C,. If H, 
contains s zeros, 0 < s < N, then there exists an (n + s, q + s) 
block code with dmin 2 d,,,,. 
Proof: Assume, without loss of generality, that H, contains 
the s zeros as the first elements. Then notice that the parity matrix 
corresponding to the (n,q)-terminated code is the (n - q) x n 
matrix formed by the upper left corner of H. Consider now 
instead the (n - q) x (n + s) matrix H’ formed by the upper 
left comer of H. Since d,,,, is the smallest number of columns 
that add to zero, H’ must be a parity matrix for an (n + s, 
q + s) block code with dmin 2 d,,,,. 
In general, the requirement for an (n + s, q + s) code with 
d ,,,in 2 d is stronger than the requirement for an (n,q) code with 
d min 2 d. Therefore, in most cases we need only to search 
among codes with H, = [ll . . . l] to maximize d,,,. However, 
there are also cases where (n + s, q + s) block codes exist with 
d ,,,,,, 2 d. But in such cases we expect the possibilities of finding 
codes with d,,,, = d to be better if we search in the subset 
whereH, = [ll... 11. This is what is meant by a subset where 
the possibilities are “expected to be good.” 
IV. SEARCHPROCEDUREFOROPTIMALCODES 
Theorems l-5 form the basis of a search procedure that was 
used to search for optimal (in the sense of maximizing d,,,,) 
rate-213 and 314 codes, but for simplicity the search procedure 
shall be stated only for rate-2/3 codes. For each value of v the 
procedure is as follows. 
Step I : Find the best upper bound D,(v) that can be evaluated 
by the method given by Heller [7],’ and determine the param- 
eters of C,. Set the desired free distance d equal to D,(v). 
3 In fact, any upper bound on (n,p)-terminated block codes may be 
used. In the actual case the bound in [l l] was used. 
Step 2: Use the parameters of C, and d to determine corre- 
sponding weight possibilities we(l), w,(2), and eventually 
w(g, + g3} and w{g2 + g4}. This is easily done by hand cal- 
culation. Then define w to be the set of remaining encoders 
that comply with the following conditions. 
a) The weight of the generators corresponds to the possibilities 
just determined. 
b) Go = ;; . 
( ) 
c) H, = [iilj. 
d> No generator contains even-weight polynomials only. 
By remaining encoders, we mean, that once an encoder is 
rejected by the search procedure it is deleted from w. 
Step 3: Pick at random an encoder G from w, and check 
whether the code passes C,. Note that G can be rejected once a 
code word of weight less than d is found. In case G is rejected, 
go to step 6. 
Step 4: Calculate the parity matrix, and check whether G can 
be rejected according to theorem 4. If so, go to step 6. 
Step 5: Calculate d,,,,. In case d,,,, = d, terminate the 
procedure. 
Step 6: Delete G from w; if the reverse encoder is in o, delete 
this encoder also. In case w is empty, check whether codes with 
H, # [ll 1 ] and d,,,, = d can exist in view of Theorem 5. If so, 
redefine w by skipping condition c) and return to Step 3 ; other- 
wise, decrease d by one and return to Step 2. 
A few remarks on the calculation of d,,,, are in order. The 
method used is the bidirectional search algorithm originally 
presented by Bahl et al. [9], but corrected by Larsen [lo]. 
However, instead of using the states in the encoder, we use the 
states in the syndrome-former, which is of course possible 
since a linear correspondence exists between the states of the 
two [l]. One reason for using the syndrome-former instead of 
the encoder is that we can gain in speed. We shall explain this a 
bit further by referring to the algorithm in [lo]. In Step 4 and 
Step 5 in [lo], we compute the weights of the extensions. This 
parity calculation is, on most general-purpose computers, rather 
time-consuming. Now consider the syndrome-former S for a 
rate-(N - 1)/N code. If the output s from S is the all-zero 
sequence and S is driven by rational sequences, then those 
sequences are codewords. But the output at time I(, s,,, depends 
only on the content u, of the last memory element in S and the 
input at time u, y,,. Therefore, knowing H, it becomes easy in an 
initialization step to split the extension possibilities into two 
sets Y(a), tl = 0,l. In each set we get 2N-1 values of j: such that 
s, = 0. Now we realize that all the extensions at step u are in 
Y(a,), but since we use the elements of Y(cr,) directly to drive S, 
we also know the weight of each extension, and thus we need 
compute neither the extension nor the weight of the extension. 
Finally, we shall mention that the next state of S is easily 
determined. 
In Table I we have listed the upper bounds D,(v), and in 
Tables II-V the codes found by the search procedure. They are 
all optimum in the sense that no code exists with equal rate and 
constraint length but a larger value of d,,,,, and no code exists 
with equal rate and free distance, but a smaller value of u. 
In the cases where the bounds in Table I are achieved, the op- 
timality is obvious, but in the other cases very little search was 
enough to show that d,,, = D,(v) was unachievable. Two 
examples for the rate-2/3 codes follow. 
Example 1: d,,,, = D,(6) = 8 is unachievable. The weight 
calculations in Steps 1 and 2 show that such a code would 
require the (12,2) and (15,4) terminated codes to be equidistant 
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TABLE I TABLE IV 
UPPER BOUNDSFORSHORTRATES 213 AND 314 CONVOLUTIONALCODES GENERATOR MATRICES OF THE (3,2) CONVOLUTIONAL CODES IN 
TABLE II 
:onstrainl 
length 
v 
2 4 3 
3 4 4 
4 6 5 
5 6 6 
6 8 7 
7 8 8 
8 8 (8) 
9 10 9 
LO 10 10 
free distance 
R=2/3 
PPer 
ound 
thieved 
II : 
I 
R-3/4 
IPPer 
,ound 
4 
4 
6 
6 
8 
8 
8 
9 
thieved 
4 
(4) 
5 
6 
(6) 
7 
8 
TABLE II 
PARITY POLYNOMIALS OF SOME OPTIMAL (3,2) CONVOLUTIONAL CODES 
(OCTAL FORM) 
‘ 
v d(D) H2(D) H3(D) dfree 
2 4 5 7 3 
13 15 11 
23 35 31 
51 53 65 
163 145 105 
367 271 301 
1255 1121 1527 
3543 3177 2415 1 
TABLE III 
PARITY POLYNOMIALS OF SOME OPTIMAL (4,3) CONVOLUTIONAL CODES 
(OCTAL FORM) 
D) t IH3 H2(D) v H1( CD) H4(D) I , dfree 
3 11 17 13 15 4 
codes. Thus w&l) = ~~(2) = w{g, + g3} = w{g, + g4} = 8. 
Further, He = [l 111 should hold. It turns out that there are no 
more than 18 different ways to generate il, and a total of only 
167 encoders were generated in Step 3. Among those, 100 en- 
coders were rejected immediately because w{g, + g2} # 8, 
and a total of 148 encoders were rejected in Step 3, while the 
remaining 19 encoders were rejected in Step 4. 
Example 2: d,,, = n,(9) = 10 is unachievable. To show this 
by the search procedure, d,,,, was computed for fewer than 
20000 codes; the entire check took about 1 min of central 
processing unit (CPU) time on an IBM 370/165. 
V. CONCLUSION 
The codes found by the search procedure are short but 
optimum codes, and it is noteworthy that all the rules used to 
limit the search are simple rules. In view of that, it may appear 
” 20 Gl G2 G3 c4 G5 
2 101 111 011 100 
3 101 011 000 011 001 101 
4 101 100 110 011 101 011 
5 101 111 011 000 011 001 101 101 
6 101 111 010 101 011 111 101 011 
7 
101 110 011 011 000 
011 001 101 111 110 
9 101 001 101 011 110 000 011 010 011 -100 001 101 
10 101 100 010 011 101 110 011 111 100 010 100 011 
I I I I I I I A 
TABLE V 
GENERATOR MATRICES OFTHE (4,3) CONVOLUTIONAL COD= IPI 
TABLE III 
1001 1111 0000 
5 0101 0101 1001 
0011 0100 0011 
1001 1001 0101 
6 0101 1001 1010 
0011 1110 0110 
1001 1110 1100 0000 
8 0101 0000 1101 1001 
0011 0010 0110 1010 
surprising that up to now little progress has been made in finding 
good high-rate convolutional codes. However, Forney’s results 
[l ] will hopefully stimulate interest in this direction. 
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Uniform Complex Codes with Low Autocorrelation 
Sidelobes 
U. SOMAINI AND MARTIN H. ACKROYD 
Abstract-The problem of designing uniform-amplitude codes with 
good autocorrelation functions can be regarded as a problem of min- 
imizing a function of several continuous variables. The application of 
numerical methods of minimization is shown to yield codes with lower 
sidelobe levels than other known codes of equal lengths. Codes with no 
sidelobe exceeding unity have been found for lengths as large as 18. 
Finite-length complex number sequences or codes having good 
autocorrelation functions are of interest in radar and communi- 
cation system design. The autocorrelation function of an (N + l)- 
element sequence {ck} is given by 
N-n 
rrl = c ckc:+, 9 n = O,+l,a.s,+N. 
k=O 
Huffman [l ] showed how complex sequences of lengths N + 1 
could be found having near ideal autocorrelation function; i.e., 
the autocorrelation sequence is zero, for all shifts n at which this 
is theoretically possible. However, all known Huffman codes 
with more than three elements are nonuniform; that is, their 
elements are not all of the same magnitude. In comparison to 
uniform codes, this is a severe disadvantage because a non- 
uniform code requires an amplitude modulator in its implemen- 
tation and has less energy for a given length. For this reason, 
uniform (constant-amplitude) sequences of complex numbers 
with low autocorrelation sidelobes are of particular interest. 
The most extensively studied uniform sequences are the binary 
codes. However, it does not yet seem possible to find long binary 
codes that have very low sidelobe levels. Even the best of the 
known binary codes [2] have autocorrelation sidelobe energies, 
Ck=l r,2, which are about one tenth of the mainlobe energy, ro2. 
Polyphase codes are uniform codes whose elements have 
phases that are integer multiples of a basic phase angle 2a/M. 
Some polyphase codes, such as the Frank codes [3], have lower 
sidelobe levels than the best available binary codes of the same 
length. Golomb and Scholtz [4] speculate that polyphase codes 
of all lengths exist that have no sidelobe with a magnitude 
exceeding unity and whose elements have just six phases. So far 
no sextic codes of lengths greater than 15 have been found [5]. 
[4] gives a four-phase code of length 15 attributed to Carley. 
Develet [6] has shown that Carley’s code can be extended to an 
eight-phase code of length 16. 
Manuscript received October 24, 1973; revised March 15, 1974. 
The authors are with the Department of Electronic and Electrical 
Engineering, University of Technology, Loughborough, Leicestershire, 
England. 
Langth of the 
SBClUe"CB 
N+l 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
IO 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
23 
25 
27 
29 
31 
33 
35 
36 
37 
39 
41 
43 
49 
64 
RI 
100 
- 
t 
TABLE I 
Peak sidelobe 
maonitude 
m; I=“( 
prior 
(F) 1.62 
(F) 2.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1 .oo 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.08 
1.14 
1.28 
1.20 
1.17 
1.39 
1.50 
1.31 
1.69 
1.66 
1.46 
1.58 
1.84 
1.93 
1.83 
1.49 
1.67 
1.89 
1.86 
f 
Sidelobe energy as percent 
of mainlobe ensrw 
prior 
12.50 
8.00 
13.89 
6.13 
7.81 
2.41 
0.64 
4.14 
6.25 
3.55 
5.61 
3.11 
4.73 
4.42 
3.86 
4.63 
3.28 
3.10 I;62 
2.80 1.43 
2.37 1.59 
2.20 1.44 
- 
new 
9.38 
8.01 
13.69 
3.32 
4.32 
1.32 
4.70 
2.69 
4.71 
2.07 
3.76 
2.38 
3.17 
3.32 
3.16 
3.34 
3.12 
3.12 
2.61 
2.22 
3.49 
3.80 
3.27 
4.32 
3.82 
2.66 
3.46 
4.33 
Autocorrelation sidelobe levels of codes obtained by numerical 
optimization together with those of Barker, Golomb and Scholtz, 
Scholtz,, Carley, Develet and Frank, indicated by B, G, S, C, D, F, 
respectively. 
All available methods for discovering new binary or polyphase 
codes seem to contain an element of trial and error. One approach 
is repeatedly to choose codes at random and to evaluate their 
autocorrelation functions until a satisfactory code is found. 
Another approach [2], [7] is to choose an initial code, perhaps 
at random, and from it to produce a succession of progressively 
better codes. This is done by taking the current code, changing 
the phases of one or more of its elements in some w&y and 
evaluating the autocorrelation function of the resulting code. 
If some measure of the sidelobes is reduced, the modification is 
retained and the new code is subjected to further modification. 
The problem is in effect one of minimizing a function of a 
number of discrete-valued variables. 
Instead of searching for good polyphase codes, one can instead 
search for uniform complex codes whose phases can have any 
values. This has the advantage that numerical methods for 
minimizing functions of continuous-valued variables can be 
used, and it must give at least as good results, since uniform 
complex codes include polyphase codes as a special case. The 
initial results given here suggest that the method of numerical 
optimization can yield useful codes within reasonable economy 
of computing effort. 
A measure of the autocorrelation sidelobes such as that given 
bv 
